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Arms arched and crossed overhead,
fingers hung loose, the muscles beneath his shoulders untamed,
sinister, creeping from the underbrush of his costume,
for this moment confident everything
will work out in the end, he leans into the empty air.
Eyes half-closed, he begs god again.
He imagines himself a young girl, or rose.
Or faun, listening to the simple laws of decay
and strangeness fade from him.
But it is only a small gesture he will never return to;
he knows the girl he would become
is nothing
more than his fragile dream, and
fragility he sinks in and is lost.
But he makes it all seem so easy.
He is the meadow; wind alive in it,
light above the grass he's created for us,
alone, empty of even imagination
which is gone now as paryer, as ruin.
His muscles drift and surrender, no longer his own
as he hangs in the air above the make-shift stage
they've built for him, for the last dance,
and there are gasps again from the audience,
for him there in the air no longer himself,
no longer theirs,
just air, what he's become,
whole and finished.